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Scenario management (SM) means different things to different people, even though
everyone seems to admit its current importance and its further potential. In this paper, we
seek to provide an interdisciplinary framework for SM from three major disciplines that use
scenarios – strategic management, human-computer interaction, and software and systems
engineering – to deal with description of current and future realities. In particular, we
attempt to answer to the following questions: How are scenarios developed and used in
each of the three disciplines? Why are they becoming important? What are current research
contributions in scenario management? What are the research and practical issues related to
the creation and use of scenarios, in particular in the area of requirements engineering?
Based on brainstorming techniques, this paper proposes an interdisciplinary definition of
scenarios, frameworks for scenario development, use and evaluation, and directions for
future research.

1 Introduction
A scenario can be defined as a description of a possible set of events that might reasonably take
place. The main purpose of developing scenarios is to stimulate thinking about possible occurrences,
assumptions relating these occurrences, possible opportunities and risks, and courses of action.
Given the renewed interest in scenarios, recent surveys of scenario research and practice suggest
that scenarios management means different things to different people, even within disciplines [5, 9,
22, 58, 73]. Clearly, however, scenarios are not just abstract artifacts but a critical representation of
the realities as seen by those who create them.
Historically, researchers and practitioners from other disciplines have long used scenarios. The
scenario concept came into research via military and strategic gaming but found its origin in
theatrical studies [4; 7]. Economists have successfully used scenarios for long range planning.
Management scientists use them for strategic decision making. Policy makers use them to weigh the
consequences of their actions. Scenarios are also used as a means to examine the interplay among
economic, social, and technological issues.
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Since the late 1980’s, researchers in HCI (Human-Computer Interaction) use scenarios as
representation of system requirements to improve communication between developers and users.
Software engineers look at scenarios as an effective means to discover user needs, to better embed
the use of systems in work processes, and to systematically explore system behavior – under both
normal and exceptional situations. In the past few years, scenarios have gained enormous popularity
through Ivar Jacobsen’s Use Case approach which is now feeding into the efforts to establish a
Unified Modeling Language (UML) for systems engineering based on the object-oriented approach
[30].
The great variety of scenario usage in many different disciplines is probably the reason for the lack
of a unified research framework of the field of scenario management. Indeed, despite some efforts to
bring together various SM approaches in the last few years [9], there is not yet a coherent scenario
management research community. The purpose of this paper is to provide a synoptic view of
scenario management. The proposed interdisciplinary framework should shed some insights for
researchers and practitioners for their own work. This paper draws on background research of the
authors in their respective fields, as well as on findings of a workshop the authors organized at
Dagstuhl Castle, Germany, in February 1998, in an attempt to promote mutual understanding and
research focus across disciplines1.
The paper is organized as follows. We first propose an interdisciplinary framework characterizing
the role of scenarios in the context of change management. Then, for each of the three disciplines of
HCI, requirements engineering, and strategic management, we discuss their theoretical perspective
and practical results on what scenarios are good for, what properties they should have, and how they
should be managed. We next summarize questions and results concerning four research issues the
workshop participants considered crucial across disciplines. Finally, we synthesize the main research
issues claimed by participating experts, and the research methods adopted for evaluating these
claims. The goal is to provide a comprehensive research method that could be used as a guide to
foster interdisciplinary research in scenario management.

2 Scenarios as Enablers of Change
Why have scenarios become so popular in the 1990’s? Many proponents claim that scenarios are
taking center stage in a problem area that appears prominent in all the disciplines represented at the
workshop (and in many others): management of change.
In strategic management, turbulence of the organizational environment is driven by the interacting
forces of globalization and technological progress [29]. In systems engineering, the need for more
customer orientation, as well as continuous adaptation to organizational, environment, legal, and
technological change places new demands on requirements engineering, system architectures, and
1

The initiative for this effort stemmed from a European Long Term Research Project within the ESPRIT program of
the European Union, called CREWS (Cooperative Requirements Engineering With Scenarios), which is
coordinated by the first author. Workshop participants listed in the acknowledgments at the end of this paper have
contributed to these results in the stimulating atmosphere of Dagstuhl Castle. The workshop was also organized in
cooperation with the IFIP Working Group 2.9 (Requirements Engineering), the RENOIR Network of Excellence,
and with the RE groups in the British Computer Society and the German Informatics Society. The workshop
convened leading researchers and practitioners from various disciplines, in order to cross-examine the effectiveness
and efficiency of using scenarios as a tool for modeling, design, development and (technical and organizational)
implementation. A corollary theme was the question how the three different disciplines manage scenarios as
complex artifacts throughout the planning and systems lifecycle. Selected individual research results by the
workshop participants and other researchers have been collected in special issues of the IEEE Transactions on
Software Engineering [31] and the Requirements Engineering Journal
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traceability of development processes [17]. With the usability goal in mind, HCI researchers for a
long time have paid attention into improving user-designer communication in change situations. For
example, they focus on problems such as design fluidity, the mutual influence between user tasks and
system object models, and rapid progress in interface technologies [9].
In this section, we view scenarios as tools to enable change in both the HCI and Information
Systems communities, with a varying degree of interpretation and use.
In particular, we refer to a framework used for a long time in system evolution [45, 12] and made
explicit in [33] as in figure 1a. According to this framework, change management involves four basic
tasks:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

re-constructing the concepts and rationale behind the current system,
defining the desired change at the conceptual level,
implementing the changed concepts to reach the new system while
taking the legacy context into account.

In practice, the cycle in Figure 1a is but one step in a continuous change process. Traceability across
multiple changes in reality and concepts is essential. This is also reflected in decision theory, which
often considers multiple related decisions or sequences of decisions.
change
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new
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system

change
implementation
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new
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Figure 1a: Model-based change management [33]
However, this focus on modeling has faced two major critiques:
(a) How can we make sure that the models enable a sufficiently deep and shared understanding of
the contextual issues, and preserve it over a long period of time?
(b) How can we capture and preserve the “vision” that drives and focuses the change cycle [33]?
This kind of critique of purely model-based approaches is not new. In Operations Research, it goes
back to the 1970’s [1, 14]. Scenario-based approaches provide one promising response to these
critiques. By offering a down-to-earth middle-level abstraction between models and reality, they
promote shared understanding of the current system, and joint creativity towards the future. But the
number of possible scenarios is even greater than the number of models for a given system.
Therefore, many researchers have begun to recognize the need to make the goal hierarchies driving
scenario-based processes explicit (e.g., [2, 16, 49]).
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By combining these two extensions, we obtain a basic framework for scenario-supported change
processes, as shown in Figure 1b. In this figure, current-state and future-state scenarios are placed
as intermediate abstractions between immediate reality and abstract models. Goals (usually refined
into more detailed requirements) focus the definition of change and the selection of scenarios, but
also conversely, scenarios may help in goal discovery.
This framework covers a broad variety of different techniques found in research and practice. For
example, market-oriented development organizations tend to follow a development cycle that
contains just general constraints (e.g., “must have a market of at least one million copies”) and
change envisioning via future scenarios, but no models. The operational goal is to achieve the
agreed collection of future-system scenario. Re-interpreted as test cases, these scenarios are
complemented by concrete (initially mock-up) system usage demos at design and implementation
stage.
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scenario generation
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goal/requirement
refinement/negotiation
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Figure 1b: Goal-driven change process with scenarios
At the other extreme, decision theory abstracts reality to the values of a few variables in some
equation system which is then optimized according to multiple objective functions under uncertainty.
Scenarios in this setting are still highly abstract, namely the decisions and outcomes resulting from a
particular set of assumptions about future (system-external) events.
To illustrate the full process shown in Figure 1b, consider the scenario-based requirements
management tool suite under development in the CREWS project. In CREWS, current state
scenarios are technically supported by real-world scenes captured in multimedia. The capture of
these scenes, and their abstraction to conceptual models, is driven by hierarchically organized
goals. Traceability is maintained to all the artifacts captured this way, in order to ground a
persistent, shared understanding [25], that will enable stakeholders later on to recognize modeling
errors, impacts of changing assumptions, etc. For the special case of textual scenario descriptions,
additional support is provided through structuring/authoring guidelines and partially automated
natural language understanding and indexing [57].
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To define change and future system elaboration, the CREWS tools support user-developer teams
firstly by checklists to create broad-brush future state scenarios of normal-case and exceptional case
behavior of system interaction and system environment based on reusable, partially domaindependent classes of functional and non-functional requirements [67]. This is complemented by
more automated animation support for critical portions of system interaction and system
organization that allows users and developers to investigate consistency and impact of the system
requirements definition in a simulated usage setting [27].
Scenarios can also be categorized according to the content scope they address. In the most frequent
case (e.g., in the Use Case approach [30]), scenarios focus on the interaction between the system
and its environment (case B in Figure 2). However, scenarios can also address an organizational
work context [39] without considering the system to be designed (C). Equally, they can represent
the internal interplay of system components within system (A). Interaction scenarios, in turn, can be
studied in an in-bound direction (what constraints does the environment place on the system?) or in
an outbound direction (what impact will the system have on its environment?). Inbound interaction
scenarios are called blackbox scenarios if they do not consider any system internals, whereas
combinations of interaction with internal scenarios are called whitebox scenarios.
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Figure 2: Scenario types and system boundaries
Scenario research and practice in each discipline have explored specific kinds of scenarios, and
theories underlying their usage, in a complementary but partially overlapping manner. In the next
section, we shall review their frameworks and results, before focusing on shared interdisciplinary
research issues and agendas.

3 Three Disciplinary Perspectives on Scenario Management
An enormous and difficult-to-classify number of approaches and techniques for scenario-based
analysis and scenario management exist in several fields. Many of these emerge in a haphazard
fashion, formed by some methodological prejudices or theories from one specific domain but often
without a broad grounding. While general frameworks such as the one proposed in the previous
section may be useful for achieving the necessary conceptual overview, we believe that theories that
allow us to evaluate scenario-based approaches in a systematically robust manner are still missing.
The main question remains unanswered:
(under what circumstances) is my scenario-based approach reasonable?
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An overall theoretical basis does not, and may not for a while, exist. However, many disciplines can
bring about certain facets. The Dagstuhl workshop brought together experts with considerable
experience in using and managing scenarios from three broad fields: human-computer interaction
(HCI) where scenarios have been used for interface specification; requirements engineering where
scenarios are used to illustrate current problems as well as future reality of software-intensive
systems; and strategic management where scenarios have been used to explore a purposeful set of
alternative futures. The workshop included brief tutorials intended to clarify the perspectives and
main research results within each of these research areas. We also asked selected participants which
theories from their area of expertise they would consider most relevant for designing and evaluating
scenario-based techniques. The scope of theories mentioned in this section is illustrated in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Theories related to scenario management

3.1 The Role of Scenarios in Human-Computer Interaction
In human-computer interaction (HCI), scenario-based design has emerged as a paradigm reconciling
a longlasting methodological conflict : formal modeling approaches proved too narrow to provide
effective guidance to designers, whereas purely experiential approaches could not be verified,
replicated, or explained. Scenarios were also proposed as working design representation of user
experiences with, and reactions to system functionality in the context of pursuing a task [11].
In HCI, scenarios therefore describe key situations of use in the form of narrative, with the goal of
making design objects concrete. Designers and users develop, and reason about, these descriptions
throughout the lifecycle in a variety of media, purposes, and views, either to discuss existing options
or to stimulate imagination. Five key properties of scenarios motivate their widespread use in HCI
[10]:
1. First and foremost, scenarios focus design efforts on use. What people can do with the old/new
system, and the consequences for themselves and for their organizations, is described and
analyzed prior to detailing the system functions and features that enable this use. Scenario
descriptions of use provoke designers to reflect upon the concrete circumstances and
experiences of users throughout the design process.
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2. Scenarios suspend commitment but support concrete progress: They vividly document an
analysis of task essentials, explaining why a system is needed by showing what it is used for.
They also specify an analysis of design alternatives, by detailing how the system is used. But
scenarios are also rough: they are incomplete; they suggest alternative approaches and “what if?”
lines of reasoning. Iteration between requirements definition and scenario-based envisioning is
rapid, easy, and cheap.
3. Scenarios provide a task-oriented design decomposition that can be used from many
perspectives, including usability consequences and trade-offs, usability specifications and
iterative development, and manageable software design object models. They provide a
framework of concrete user tasks for developing design rationale and documentation, describing
causal relationships implicit in a design and providing a analysis to which evaluation data can be
subsequently adduced.
4. Scenarios codify design knowledge as a “middle-level” abstraction, in the term of [47]. This
makes them somewhat less grand as science, but it allows the integration of design knowledge in
a form more suitable for reuse.
5. Finally, scenarios are an ideal medium for participatory design: They allow design discussions to
be carried out in a common language. Users may have difficulty describing their goals and
visions in the language of features and functions, as traditional problem description languages
and functional specifications are a language barrier to users. But all stakeholders in a design
project can “speak” the language of scenarios.
These five points are summarized in Figure 4 (starting from the top-left).
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Figure 4: Five key properties of HCI scenario-based design
These properties of scenarios suggest an “ideal” scenario-centric process in which the design of a
system is influenced by scenarios from two directions (Figure 5). On the requirements side,
observation scenarios, selected according to the orienting goals of the design project, help identify
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issues and criteria, which can then be validated against further observation scenarios and against
scenario abstractions reused from prior work. This subprocess drives the design through the
definition of needs and opportunities. Once a prototype (including a user interface) is available,
scenario-based evaluation can complement and validate the requirements work. Observation
scenarios allow the analysis of the transformed situation and thereby the evaluation of the prototype.
From such evaluations, further design abstractions can be induced, which collectively form a theory
that informs future requirements processes and thus simplifies subsequent design.
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Figure 5: A desirable scenario-based design process
At the Dagstuhl workshop, this proposal evoked an interesting discussion of the relationship
between requirements engineering and HCI: Several people argued that this process is a description
of scenario-based requirements engineering. A subsequent panel discussion focused on the relevant
cognitive science theory that underwrites scenario-based design. Fairly diverse sources of theory —
ranging from Sigmund Freud and Levi Strauss to Julian Orr and Roger Schank — agree that
narratives are privileged cognitive structures. Carroll suggested that this convergence could be
explained by principles from cognitive psychology:
•
•
•

Concrete material is cognitively accessed and interpreted more easily and more thoroughly. For
example, people can remember a prototypical instance far better than they can remember the
definition of the category to which that instance belongs [46; 59].
Incomplete material is elaborated with respect to one’s own knowledge when it is encountered.
This process of elaboration creates more robust and accessible memories, relative to memories
for more complete material [74].
Narrative structures appear to be universally understood and employed by people from all
cultures; within cultures, narrative form became extremely articulated and semantically
overloaded [23; 42; 55].
9

•

•

When people communicate, they follow a convention that has been called the given-new contract
[26]. They first summarize or allude to relevant background information, and then present what
is novel. This structure cues the listener or reader as to what the speaker or writer considered to
be novel information, easing comprehension and analysis. Narratives, including scenarios, tend
to follow this structure.
Scenarios can address the representational bias in human cognition: People tend to overestimate
the relevance of things that are familiar to them [35; 69]. This tendency is extremely difficult to
mitigate, but can be managed by making exceptional patterns vivid. Narratives represent an
excellent vehicle for managing this phenomenon.

Domain-specific theories of how scenarios are used by designers in the lifecycle of systems could
lead to significant progress beyond the current ad-hoc development of scenarios with very modest
guidance of scenario authoring in the small. Using theories which determine the content, scope and
granularity of domain-specific patterns of system usage, specific scenarios could be rapidly and
systematically developed [67]. Such theories would have to be developed bottom-up from particular
scenario analyses, though they might have more general roots in script theory, natural categories,
schema theory, theories of reasoning by analogy, and the like.

3.2 The Role of Scenarios in Software and Systems Engineering
Through the emergence of object-oriented software engineering [Jacobsen 1995], scenarios have
gained enormous popularity in the practice of software engineering. As often in the SE field,
research follows with some delay. The CREWS project has conducted surveys of scenario research
and practice, with an emphasis on the requirements engineering task within software and systems
engineering. Conceptually, an information system can be defined as being composed of four
interacting basic perspectives or “worlds” [32]. As a product (Figure 6), an information system can
be modeled as a human-machine system which provides users information or control over a subject
domain (often called Universe of Discourse) which is denoted by the information objects. Users can
be studied in two complementary roles: as individuals with cognitive problems of understanding, and
as social units exploiting the information system as a communication and coordination medium to
support their tasks, interests, formal roles, etc.
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The product triplet <system world, usage world, subject world> is subject to an evolutionary
change process in the development world. At a meta level, the development world can be seen as a
change information system (Figure 7). It controls the product information system as its subject
domain, has the development team as its users and the development environment with its
intermediate artifacts as the system itself. Scenarios are a particular kind of design artifact, intended
to facilitate shared understanding (in the development world) of the target system, its interaction
with users and subject domain, and its larger context, as already illustrated in Figure 2.
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Figure 7: Change management as a meta information system
A review of the scenario literature [58] shows that this framework also provides a reasonable
starting point for classifying scenario-based approaches. Looking at the work activity as the subject
domain and scenarios as one kind of development system artifact in the change activity, we obtain
four views:
•
•
•
•

What part of the work activity is captured in a scenario (content view) ?
How is it represented in the development system (form view) ?
For what usage in the design process is it captured (purpose view) ?
How is it developed and evolved (life-cycle view) ?

The resulting scenario classification framework is shown in Figure 8. This framework is also
intended to serve as a basic structure in which one could manage knowledge about scenario-based
approaches, and actual scenarios, in a method repository (cf. the section on method integration of
scenarios, below). In [Rolland et al. 1998], each of these four basic views is further elaborated into
detailed facets, and applied to classify more than a dozen well-known proposals in the literature,
including, for example, Jacobsen’s initial Use Case approach and various proposed extensions.
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Figure 8: The CREWS framework for describing scenario-based approaches [58]
Concerning the form view in Figure 8, the question arises how scenarios are related to formal
specification models, as they are proposed for requirements and high-level design of safety-critical
systems. Consistent with Figure 1b, researchers in knowledge representation and requirements
engineering see scenarios as an intermediate artifact between specifications of system behavior (class
level) and fully instantiated lives of example objects which obey these specifications (traces).
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Figure 9: Scenarios as groupings of traces linked to formal specifications
Figure 9 elaborates the formal relationships between scenarios and models in Figure 1b. Scenarios
represent abstracted groupings of traces which highlight specifications from a particular viewpoint
considered important by designers or users. They thus speed up the interaction between designer and
customer in requirements elicitation and validation. They also provide a middle ground between
declarative and operational styles of specification. Considering the purpose view of scenarios, this
approach allows a formally supported treatment of scenarios and their relationships to specifications,
such as elaboration, property induction, generation and animation [28, 27, 41].
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Perhaps surprisingly, scenarios and formal methods are not as far apart as one might think. In fact,
theories of reactive systems (typically based on process algebra or temporal logics) start from sets of
scenarios/traces as boundary conditions on system behavior. However, without a theoretical
framework ensuring coherence, scenario-based specifications can deal with individual scenarios only.
Without a notion of atomicity of actions, they run, for instance, into the danger of overlooking
critical interference between concurrent execution of multiple scenarios. A theoretical framework
studied in [38] comprises four major elements:
(a) An execution model for specification simulation offering atomicity and non-determinism
(b) A language for multi-partner actions which allows the modeling of collective behaviors at
arbitrary levels of abstraction
(c) A design approach based on refining and composing such specifications
(d) A temporal logic of action for reasoning about their meaning.
Using these ingredients, operational specifications can be formally understood as canonical formulas
in a Temporal Logic of Action [40] that can be derived incrementally. At each stage, the resulting
scenarios can be both simulated and formally reasoned about, and the achieved properties are
preserved when more detail is added or the level of abstraction is lowered.
In addition to serving as a classification scheme for the scenario research literature, the framework
of Figure 8 was also elaborated into a set of questionnaires and semi-structured interviews in order
to determine the state-of-practice in scenario-based software engineering [73]. More than 30
projects, covering a variety of sizes and application domains, were studied. Comparing the research
literature with the situation found in practice, we observe that there is insufficient overlap and thus a
need for improved two-way communication:
•

•

•

•

Scenario content, while focused on scenarios of interaction between users and systems, also
extend to environment scenarios describing the context independent of the system and, on the
other extreme, to interaction scenarios between distributed systems components, e.g. in technical
systems such as telecom applications. These different scenario content types, elaborating the
interplay between usage world and system world, have already been displayed in Figure 2.
While much research has focused on aspects associated with the form view, this view has so far
received relatively little attention in practice, as most projects use (at best structured) textual
representations. Users expect researchers to take this seriously and to provide authoring
guidance for the structured text scenarios.
The number of scenario purposes, and the impact on scenario usage on the whole project, was
much bigger than expected from the research literature. While research did discuss the
application of scenarios for making abstract models concrete, to reach partial agreement and
consistency of understanding, practitioners also use scenarios as a decomposition mechanism for
managing complex projects, as a linkage mechanism between development phases, and as design
aids and boundary conditions for object models.
Probably as a consequence of this wide-ranging usage, the life-cycle view of scenarios found in
practice is also much more complicated than covered by current research. The structuring and
evolution of scenarios are seen as major problems, especially if multiple views on scenarios (e.g.,
developer, user and manager view on the same scenario) and the traceability of scenarios across
project phases (e.g., interplay between scenarios and prototypes, elaboration of scenarios into
test cases) are considered. In these latter areas, practice has no solutions but poses this as an
important challenge to research and vendors which is currently not addressed adequately.
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In summary, problems and solutions found in RE partially try to bootstrap from experiences in fields
that have started a bit earlier, such as HCI, but are faced with significant additional challenges due to
the large size and long duration of many complex software engineering projects. Linkages to
strategic scenarios have hardly been considered yet (cf. section 4.1).

3.3 The Role of Scenarios in Strategic Management
Strategic management defines the basic directions an organization wants to go. To identify these
directions, and to move towards them, strategic managers make decisions that are purposeful but
novel, under conditions of ambiguity and uncertainty, and result in high impact outcomes. This
informal, organization-theory interpretation of strategic management sees scenarios as narrative
descriptions which define, in a visionary sense, the outcome of strategic decisions. In a narrow
sense, a scenario is a description of future situations of an organization [5]. In the broad sense, it
consists of (1) assumptions and hypotheses about processes and actions, (2) models and procedures
used to determine the elements of the scenario, (3) quantitative and qualitative factors, and (4)
decisions, situations and interpretations.
In decision theory [54], scenarios are the answer to the combinatorial explosion of strategic options
in decision trees. As Figure 10 shows, a decision tree typically illustrates a “game against nature”,
i.e., actions react to expected events while events impact the outcome of actions [Raiffa 1968]. A
scenario is then simply a (not necessarily complete) set of conditional actions consistent with the
decision tree, e.g., <ao, a1 if e11, a2 if e12> in Figure 10.
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Figure 10: Example of a decision tree
Case-based reasoning from artificial intelligence is considered a promising strategy for linking
decision trees to scenarios based on similar situations analyzed in the past [37,68]. However, even
more strongly than in HCI or software engineering, the risk of bias in scenario selection is ever
present in strategic decision making; numerous active measures are being researched to counter it.
Decision-makers have a strong tendency towards optimistic assumptions, ignorance or overemphasis
of small-probability scenarios, over-emphasis of recently occurred problems, continuation of present
trends, etc. [43, 70].
Assuming a reasonable set of scenarios has been found, there are at least two different ways how
they are actually used beyond simple envisioning. Of particular interest in strategic decision analysis
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is the question of decision robustness: is there a common prefix of action sequences that results in
“good” outcomes with respect to the set of all plausible future events [60] ? A related meta-strategy
for strategic risk control is re-ordering of decisions, such that risky decisions are postponed until
more is known about the events.
In terms of the general framework shown in Figure 1b, the usage of scenarios in strategic
management clearly focuses on future state scenarios as an aid in defining and implementing change.
Generating a future-state scenario of an organization and its environment helps bring to light the
direction where one would like to go, and the necessary actions that need to be taken to get closer
to that future state. Typically, a large number of scenarios is constructed reflecting different
assumptions and hypotheses about the environment and the applied models and procedures. Once
the scenarios have been obtained, a sorting process must be conducted to weed out those which are
impractical, leaving those which are feasible. From this smaller grouping, one or a few scenarios are
picked and become the basis for strategy development.
Scenarios that are considered plausible, but are not selected as most-likely-to-happen, are not
discarded. Instead, they provide an element of flexibility to the chosen plan as a means of escape or
fallback should it be necessary. Taken together, these fallback scenarios provide a list of indicators
that management needs to monitor with respect to a possible strategy modification. The passage of
time will show how closely some views depict the future, while others will prove to be quite
inaccurate. The scenario chosen as the most likely view of the future is used to plan a step-wise
approach to achieve the desired ends. Projects or actions required to implement the scenario are
broken into manageable phases, and management makes the decision to proceed from one phase to
the next over time. Of primary importance is the recognition of unexpected changes that require
assessment in the context of the scenario. A by-product that scenario creation can have is the
protection against errors of judgement, by flushing out mindsets or basic assumptions which, over
time, are no longer valid. During the implementation of the plan, some old beliefs based on common
happenings in the plan may no longer apply [8].
From a practical point of view, there are a number of methods that can be used for scenario
generation in the decision-theoretic framework: trend impact analysis, cross impact analysis,
intuitive economic forecasts, implicit assumptions affecting business, and the intuitive logic method.
These methods are in essence very much alike, differing only in the viewpoints researchers choose
for analysis [7; 71, 72]. Among them, the intuitive logic method seems to offer the most clearly
structured procedure to define the scenarios. It involves five steps [8]:
1. Analyze the organization decisions: For scenarios to be useful in decision making, they must be
decision-focused. That is, their analysis of alternative futures must zoom in on the specific issues
that are important to the organization's strategy, concerning both present and future decisions.
This ensures that the resulting scenarios are focused on those trends, events and uncertainties
that are strategically relevant to the decision-making process. It defines the scope of the analysis
by concentrating on key organizational decisions with long range consequences such as capital
allocation, diversification, infrastructure investment and market strategies.
2. Identify key decision factors: Once the key decision set is defined, factors which most directly
influence decision outcomes must be identified. The more is known about these factors, the
better the quality of decision making. Standard management analysis tools usually suffice for
identifying these factors. The factors must form the basis for the scenarios.
3. Analyze environmental forces: This step will shape the future business strategy. Environmental
forces may be analyzed in two categories: micro level forces which most directly impact the key
decision factors, and macro level forces that set the overall (global) context for the business
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environment. The analysis may utilize environmental monitoring and scanning systems, business
models, special information services, general literature about the future, and outside consultants.
Another relevant categorization of the environmental forces distinguishes forces on which the
organization has some influence (e.g., market, main competitors, new product development),
from those which cannot be controlled and are exogenous to the organization (e.g., government
regulations, political situation, resource availability). Often, the organization’s decisions but not
the macro-level forces can influence the micro-level forces.
4. Define scenario logic: This step establishes the basic structure of the scenarios. Scenario logic
involves organizing themes, principles, hypotheses and assumptions that provide each scenario
with a coherent, consistent and plausible logical underpinning. Scenario logic should encompass
most of the conditions and uncertainties identified in the preceding steps. Trial and error is
usually necessary in arriving at useful scenario logic. The logic does not simply consist of
optimistic or pessimistic scenarios. Instead, it describes future alternatives. This step involves
also the selection of models and procedures used to determine the environmental factors and
their implications on the organization's status.
5. Analyze implications for decisions and strategies: Determining the implications of each scenario
has on the decisions and strategies are a critical step for management, planning and control.
Typical questions that might arise include, but are not limited to:
• What do the scenarios imply for the design and timing of particular strategies?
• What threats and opportunities do the scenarios suggest to the future environment?
• What critical issues emerge from the scenarios? and
• What kind of flexibility do the scenarios suggest are necessary from the organization's
planning perspective?
Despite a long tradition in the military sector, scenario development in strategic management is still
an art rather than a science. Partly, these problems in scenario development are due to the very
nature of strategic management:
•

•

•
•

•

Lack of well-defined objectives: Scenarios are often used to deal with non-routine situations that
are not documented in organizational standard procedures. The unforeseen context reflects the
missing of a well formulated, unified set of objectives that stakeholders need to rely on to
develop scenario assumptions and possible courses of action.
Lack of sound assumptions: Even if organizational objectives are clearly articulated, assumptions
can be vaguely formulated, based on unreliable data, and biased. Assumptions should then be
regarded as a critical component of a robust scenario. Quality tests can obviously only increase
confidence in the scenario but cannot prove anything about the future. Well-known tests include
coherence of model structure and parameters, reproducibility and other aspects of model
behavior, including robustness with respect to various kinds of changes.
Lack of structure: Management scenarios are often considered rich in content and flexible in
format. However, a free-format scenario can also be seen as a weakness in that the inherent lack
of structure may be source of misrepresentation and miscommunications.
Granularity: Granularity expresses the level of detail described in a scenario. A scenario with
low granularity, that is, with a high level of abstraction and generality, is easier to construct but
may loose its practical appeal. Conversely, a scenario with high granularity may contain detailed
but likely inaccurate assumptions and information.
Discrete scenarios versus continuous reality: Scenarios often describe discrete events, or at best
a series of major predicted events that unfold one after another. The reality is often more
continuous -- facts and actions gradually evolve over time. The inability of scenarios to capture
continuity might lead the organization to embark on a wrong course of action.
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•

•

Exhaustivity of scenarios: Managers often have incomplete recall of the past, selective
recollection of their experience, and subjective view of the future. When assigned to create
scenarios, the managers often end up with a set if scenarios that runs the risk of not being
complete to describe all possible future events. As discussed earlier, an incomplete set of
scenarios could also be the result of a non-exhaustive set of assumptions.
Scenarios as processes and not outcomes: Decision-makers in organizations often look at
defined scenarios as targeted outcomes. And their natural action is to direct the organization’s
policies and resources to accomplish the scenario. In fact, a scenario should be seen, as an
instantiation of the organization’s decision making, should the situation develop as described in
the scenario. Uncontrollable environmental factors and controllable courses of action are only
metaphors of a future reality that one seeks to capture. As such, scenario management should be
used as a means to learn how to deal with uncertainty, rather than to adopt a line of action based
on a set of yet-to-happen events.

Other problems in scenario construction and modification encountered in strategic management
include lack of continuity and the maintenance of the organizational memory; inability to quickly
alter decision factors and accurately assesses their impacts. Further, the management and evolution
of scenarios pose significant problems in terms of questions such as contribution structures (from
whom do the scenarios come?), and quality criteria (how do we decide if a scenario is useful?). The
scope of strategic management scenarios is much larger than in HCI, so rapid feedback from
prototyping is usually impossible to achieve.
Emphasizing one or more of these issues, skeptics levy little credence in the scenario-based
approach since no one is able to consistently forecast the future. The view has some validity since
the environment is constantly changing, and the technology base is always in flux. There are,
however, ways to alleviate this problem. The analysis we are discussing expects changes.
Continuous reviews and corrections are an integral part of the scenario process. As the future
unfolds into the present, scenarios are reviewed and assessed to determine whether the current plan
must be modified or if a new approach is needed. The key issue here is that the analysis, revision and
modification of scenario can be conducted in an efficient and responsive manner.
The above concerns should therefore not discourage organizations from using scenarios for strategic
planning. Examples are ample to demonstrate their importance, and success, in capturing complex
future uncertainties while avoiding unfounded extrapolation. Perhaps, the most important
contribution of scenarios in strategic management is their ability, as a change agent to support
mentality shift required to discover alternative futures. As a link to the role of scenarios in HCI and
in software systems engineering, scenario development – when used according to the management
approach – should be viewed as a process that developers use to help:
•
•
•
•

recognized unexpected changes
protect against judgment errors by flushing out mindsets or basic assumptions that seem to be no
longer valid
use the most plausible ones as a basis for development
monitor fallback scenarios for possible modification of development strategy.

4 Interdisciplinary Research Topics
In email discussions preceding the workshop, participants had selected four issues that plague
research and practice across the disciplines, and are of sufficient importance to warrant in-depth
interdisciplinary discussion. These topics were selected from a larger set of questions emerging from
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the practice surveys in [73], as well as from suggestions by the participants themselves. The selected
topics were:
•

•

•

•

Systematic capture and generation of scenarios: What should a scenario contain information
about, under different contingencies? Are there systematic ways to create normal-case and
exception-case scenarios? What does it mean for a set of scenarios to be complete with respect
to a particular task context?
Representational issues of individual scenarios: When should scenarios be represented formally,
when informally? How should the two-way transition between formal and informal
representations be managed? What is the appropriate level of abstraction in a scenario, given a
certain purpose?
Fitting scenarios to existing methods: Do scenario-based techniques replace or complement
existing methods in planning, requirements engineering, and design? What are the limits of
scenario-based techniques, i.e. where should they not be used? Where do these techniques fit
into the established organizational processes for these tasks? What adaptations of these
processes, and of proposed scenario techniques, are needed to improve the fit? How do we make
knowledge about these improved methods known in work settings, how in education?
Scenario management in the large: How do we manage families of scenarios, their version and
configuration structures, their traceability through to test cases down to design, implementation,
and use? How do we handle scenario change in such integrated settings?

Each of these topics was discussed in an interdisciplinary working group coordinated by two senior
researchers from different backgrounds. The main results are summarized in the next subsections.
Based on these discussions, an additional plenary brainstorming session took place in order to
determine a shared view on two important pre-requisites for making scenario management an
interdisciplinary but coherent research area:
•
•

What is an appropriate definition of the term “scenario”?
What are the most critical research problems that have not yet been addressed adequately?

4.1 Systematic Capture and Generation of Scenarios
Scenario capture and generation must be grounded in empirical fact – usage practices and attitudes
towards use. However, such a statement offers only limited guidance in designing the basic work
processes and interrelationships involved with capturing and generating scenarios,. Such guidance
should ideally synthesize observations of informal practice (at different levels of granularity) with
proposals made by proponents of more formal approaches. At the Dagstuhl workshop, this question
was first attacked following traditional top-down software engineering, then expanded towards a
business policy perspective. First, a strawman process of scenario-based requirements analysis was
defined. In this process, the obstacles faced in each step basically determine the need for the next
step. In large projects, selected “rich-picture” scenarios are initially created. These are typically
informal, close-to-reality examples, and driven by the immediate problem causing the change
process. They need to be contrasted with semi-formal context models, describing the most relevant
components and relationships in the system environment from a rather global, architectural
perspective. The context models are then elaborated into more and more detailed models, following
a Structured or Object-oriented approach.
However, this refinement quickly leads to a combinatorial explosion in the number of possible
system behaviors. The formal interpretation of scenarios as traces or threads of detailed behavior is
typically employed at this level. The challenge is how to bridge the big gap between the initial goal
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scenarios expressed in terms of work context, and the very detailed ones typically used in formal
approaches. One step towards these goals is the enhancement of conceptual modeling techniques by
agent, task and goal concepts which add aspects such as responsibility [75], authority, competence,
strategic dependencies, goals and obstacles to the traditional three perspectives of structure,
function, and behavior.
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Figure 11: The problem of linking strategic, tactical, and operational scenarios to requirements
Elaborating on this theme from a business perspective, the second part of the discussion focused on
the question how to make the relationships between organizational goal hierarchies and scenarios
more explicit (cf. also Figure 1b). Figure 11 links policies, goals, and requirements to Anthony’s [3]
hierarchy of strategic, tactical, and operational levels, each expressed by their own kind of scenarios.
This picture can also be understood as a potential bridge between the hitherto separate work on
scenarios in strategic management and scenarios in requirements engineering.
Figure 10 also conveys another important observation. There is serious inherent conflict of interest
within and between the levels. Within each level, there are multiple viewpoints, for instance, between
multiple departments at the tactical levels, or between different user groups at the operational
levels). In addition, there are basic conflicts between organizational goals (such as profit, rule
following, policy implementation, etc.) and the work practice goals of users (flexibility and
convenience, social needs, etc.) [17].
Any scenario management framework must, at the metalevel, make the different viewpoints and their
relationship to scenarios explicit to set the context [51]. This teamwork-oriented traceability is
orthogonal to the method-related descriptions of scenarios discussed in Figure 8, and in the section
on method integration, below.
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Once such basic process maps have been established, the next important research question is how to
systematize their application. For the construction of the initial steps mentioned above, checklists,
heuristics, and dialog-based interaction tools appear appropriate. At the more detailed levels,
automatic scenario generation for coverage and, conversely inductive inference mechanisms for
synthesizing details to more abstract requirements is needed, focusing on those scenarios considered
most relevant in the application domain. Typical analysis techniques include case-based reuse,
detection of redundant actions or events, and pathway coverage as in test case generation.
As mentioned earlier, a key problem is the combinatorial explosion as soon as scenario developers
get into even a modest degree of detail. On the other extreme, situational bias, tacit knowledge and
implicit assumptions may narrow the search space to less than the really important scenarios.
Participants did see potential for addressing at least some aspects of this problem by formal
abstractions, e.g., moving from the instance-level to the type level, decomposing the search space by
specifying concurrency rather than listing all conceivable interference scenarios explicitly, and
directing search by captured problem-oriented checklist to reduce bias.

4.2 Representing Scenarios: Informal vs. Formal
Most representations of scenarios in practice have been found to be “informal” in a Computer
Science sense. Nevertheless, the group identified a wide variety of meanings to this term. The
spectrum of scenario representations found in research and practice includes at least the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Raw information: e.g., video recordings, literal transcripts
Free format data, e.g., pictorial descriptions, free form text
Structured representation, e.g., structured texts, templates/forms – probably the most important
form
Semi-formal syntax with some semantics, e.g., process maps in system analysis, message
sequence diagrams, state charts with embedded text, pseudo code
Formal languages with well-defined semantics, e.g., state charts, Petri nets, logic of action, etc.

The discussion proceeded from the assumption that the degree of formality required depends on the
purpose of scenarios and on the intended audience; a list of drivers and inhibitors of formality is
provided in Table 1. Some of the main arguments can be summarized as follows:
•

•

Great uncertainty about requirements encourages rapid and informal scenarios. However, if
these scenarios become too many, too broad or too deep, it is time for more general conceptual
models validated against individual scenarios in a more formal manner. However, formalization
is by no means synonym to greater coverage or more detail. Often, semi-formal representations
will be sufficient to represent structural constraints within and between scenarios adequately.
There is no clear distinction between scenarios, conceptual models, and process representations.
Scenarios are almost never single-instance, but rather partially grounded fragments; in our
framework scenarios are characterized as middle-level abstractions grounded in reality.
However, not every partially grounded model fragment should be called a scenario. Scenarios in
practice tend to have a step-to-step connotation, with no separate external frame of reference.
They should be largely self-explanatory, at least in the context in which they are set.
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Formality without tool support was generally considered impractical. However, it seems largely
unclear what scenario tools are necessary or viable, even which ones are presently available2.
Another important open question is whether there are different formality requirements for currentstate and future-state scenarios. Considering the framework shown in Figure 1b, what is the effect of
existing legacy documentation (code, design, specifications, text scenarios) on the representation of
new current-state and future-state scenarios?
Drivers
Representing the result of an agreement process
Consolidated view needed
Focus on type/class level
Separation and linkage among components

Inhibitors
Eliciting a specific view
Set of particular views sufficient
Understanding without special training
Rapid feedback cycles between scenario author
and domain experts/users

Strong need for traceability
Strong need for unambiguity
Assessment of given measurable properties
Table 1: Factors promoting and inhibiting the formality of scenario representations

4.3 Fitting Scenarios to Existing Methods
Many practitioners and researchers complain that it is difficult to reconcile the systematic usage and
management of scenarios with the standard methods applied in planning, analysis and design.
Starting from the purpose view in Figure 8, the group looked at different phases or rough work
tasks in the lifecycle, and collected arguments why scenarios should or should not be used in these
tasks. The results are summarized in Table 2. They indicate that participants saw the role of
scenarios predominantly in the analysis phase very early in the development process. Scenarios
should also take a strong role in quality management. The potential of scenarios in subsequent
design tasks was also recognized, but here, their added value is balanced to some degree by the
significant additional management effort incurred.
After defining thus the rough positioning of scenarios in the systems lifecycle, another challenge
resulting from the practice surveys was discussed. How can we provide more detailed method
guidance in developing and using scenarios? The group adopted the view of methods as tools for the
developer, which should not overly constrain the actual work process3. As a consequence, methods
in general should be defined as collections of situated chunks that the development team could
invoke and possibly adapt when desired. This, in turn, makes it relatively easy to integrate chunks of
scenario method knowledge into the process. Examples of high-level “good practice” chunks from
industry include:
•
•

to structure functional and non-functional requirements along large use cases
to assess the impact of a new commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) software product using business
scenarios

2

A number of prototypical tools are described in this Special Issue, and in [31]. Examples include traceability
support, advice for the choice or structuring of scenarios, semi-automatic synthesis of formal specifications from
collections of formally represented scenarios, and animation of formal specifications by future-state scenarios.
3
As Jim Odell put it, “there is never just one way of doing something. Never has been, never will be, and never
should be.”
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•
•

to test system compliance with requirements, and to develop user documentation, based on
usage scenarios
to optimize system performance through technical impact analysis of the most frequently
occurring scenarios.

Development Task
Analysis

Design

Quality Management

Pro-Scenario Arguments
Uncover hidden requirements

Contra-Scenario Arguments
Coverage problem: how many
scenarios?
Envision future system usage
Content problem: how much to
capture?
Provide rationale for design proposal May result in overlooking
concurrency
Make requirements behavioral
Requires much domain
content more concrete
knowledge
Enriched context information helps
uncover risk, org. problems, etc.
Help envisage the potential of a
problem
Illustrate trade-off between design
Management of scenarios
solutions
becomes complex
Validate design using scenarios
Communication aid between
May oversimplify problems and
stakeholders
project risks
Facilitate documentation
Cost, time, and manpower
intensive
Verify/validate fitness for use
Justify needs
Understand and resolve conflicting
quality requirements

Table 2: Advantages and problems of using scenarios in specific development tasks
The group proposed to set up a web server infrastructure for the collection and dissemination of
such “chunks of best scenario practice”, characterizing each chunk by the domain and other
situational factors, the target output product, the type of scenario content, and a typical intention of
reuse. Based on such a server, after a task analysis characterizing the situation, the intended reuse
process could work in four steps:
1. write a current scenario in the users’ language (as a story)
2. run it against a (possibly domain-dependent) checklist to evaluate its completeness
3. validate the initial understanding gained from the thus enhanced scenario
4. identify the scope for improvement over the current scenario.

4.4 Scenario Management in the Large
As discussed earlier, individual scenarios are well accepted and easy to use. Small “chunks of best
scenario practice” seem relatively obvious and well structured. In contrast, practitioners complain
that maintaining large sets of possibly complex scenarios with different viewpoints over long periods
of a system life cycle as a serious management nuisance. This problem is hardly addressed by
research. The workgroup therefore delved into an initial exploration how one could even approach
investigating the problem of proper scenario administration.
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When setting up a scenario management framework, the key issue is cost-effectiveness of scenarios
in different tasks of the system lifecycle, or even in the broader organizational change management
cycle. Tackling this problem requires expanding on the purpose view of scenarios first.
Scenarios are tools for understanding (cognitive aspect) and communication (social aspect). Similar
to rapid prototypes in the design stage, they reduce uncertainty about organizational, usage, or
technical requirements. Cost-effectiveness should thus relate to system quality as well as quality of
the change process supported by the scenario-based approach.
Major benefits include the following. Similar to good business process models, scenarios do not
need to be complete but still help to give an overall intuitive picture. They do this by focusing on
critical issues and on differences between current-state and future-state, without requiring a
complete description of either the old or the new system. On the cost side, scenarios are so fluid that
it is hard to provide structure within a large set of scenarios. It is even harder to maintain the
relationships (consistency, conflict, evolution, etc.) without substantial version and configuration
control effort (for which no good methodology is known to date).
To further elaborate on this point, the many roles of scenarios were summarized using the metaphors
of “oil” and “glue” to point out the opportunities, but also the challenges of scenario management in
the large. As a fluid and easy-to-manipulate concept (oil), scenarios support design decisions and
help derive requirements. They assist the evaluation of requirements for incompleteness and
inconsistency. They illustrate the requirements themselves as well as the potential costs of satisfying
them, including unintended side effects of proposed solutions. They help define roles and
responsibilities in the process. Last but not least, they serve as regression tests for old requirements
in the evaluation of proposed adaptations.
Scenarios also fix required linkages (glue) between design artifacts and design decisions. This has an
often underestimated impact on projects and thus require formal management. Scenarios determine
the connection between parts of systems in a dynamic sense. As [73] show, they allow to structure
and plan projects: division of labor, estimation of effort, focusing of inspections, and the validation
of end-to-end functioning from the user perspective are all determined by scenarios. Project
managers are known to have been fired for not satisfying important scenarios!
Summarizing, the systematic usage of scenarios has a profound but poorly understood impact on the
whole change management process, ranging from requirements analysis through development and
integration all the way to project planning, training and motivation of both project personnel and
users. Novel approaches to version and configuration management must take into account the weak
formal semantics but strong pragmatic role of scenarios, such that the relationships between
scenarios and other artifacts can be maintained at all the necessary abstraction layers of the different
stakeholders, and throughout the system lifecycle. Metrics of both cost and benefit are needed to
determine and improve the quality of such a scenario-centered lifecycle process in a systematic
manner, considering, e.g., average cost of scenario development, retrieval and usage, trade-offs
between completeness and cost-effectiveness, and system quality.

4.5 Interdisciplinary Definitions and Research Questions
Following the working group summaries, participants from different disciplines were asked to
summarize what they had learned across the discussions. In addition, a brainstorming session was
conducted to see if participants could agree on a common definition of scenarios, and where they
saw the most pressing research issues for further work.
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In the brainstorming session, the group first attempted to converge towards a shared definition of
scenarios. From a collection of individual properties, which were then voted concerning their
importance, we finally synthesized the following definition:
A scenario is a description of the world, in a context and for a purpose, focusing on task
interaction. It is intended as a means of communication among stakeholders, and to
constrain requirements engineering from one or more viewpoints (usually not complete, not
consistent, and not formal).
In addition, critical issues in need for more research were identified. After collecting about twenty
topics, and discussing them at length, it became clear that the biggest gap in our knowledge of
scenarios can be summarized by the question:
“how to get the best value for the money invested in scenario-based techniques.”
Cost-effectiveness of scenario usage is poorly understood, thus there is no economic basis for
problem-driven use of scenarios yet. Regardless of the detailed cost-benefit analysis, it is a shared
perception among the working groups that scenario management in the large is least developed so
far. Thus, questions of how scenarios evolve, how they are related to each other, and how they are
linked to specifications are high-priority research issues.
In the final discussion from the management side, the hierarchy of scenarios exhibited in figure 11
was emphasized as a challenge, i.e., linking the use of scenarios for deciding strategy through to
their usage in designing system interaction, and possibly back to stimulating novel uses of existing
systems. From research in organizational sociology, it is not even clear whether such a linkage exist
or whether unexplained emergent phenomena prevent such a bridging.
From the software engineering side, participating doctoral students pointed out that the workshop
had indeed helped them to better position their work, in particular concerning the relationships of
scenarios to more formal conceptual models. Such relationships include, among others, quality
management of scenarios via conceptual models, scenarios as boundary objects and viewpoints
constraining design, suitability of scenarios vs. models as externalized memories of development
processes, and different kinds of analysis/animation/simulation relationships which allow the
exploration of dynamic concepts.
From the viewpoint of HCI, dealing with scenarios (narrative, rich, non-formal descriptions) is not
considered a choice but forced on research by practice. The workshop findings can, according to this
viewpoint, be grouped according to four frequently asked key research questions:
•
•
•
•

How do we deal with collections of scenarios, i.e. collections of only weakly structured text?
How do we deal with coverage (writing an exhaustive set of scenarios)?
What (instance/detail) in a scenario is essential, what is inconsequential?
What are boundary conditions for applicability of scenario-based design?

Possible answers are listed in Table 3, together with some caveats when and to what degree these
answers might be right or wrong.
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Key research question
How do we deal with
collections of scenarios?

How do we deal with
coverage?

What detail is necessary?

What are boundary
conditions for scenario
applicability?

Typical/possible answers
For indexing/retrieval, learn
from Information Retrieval
Conceptual models as indexes
which offer reasoning as a side
benefit
Minimal metadata for each
scenario
Scenarios will only cover focal
paths plus implicit set of error
scenarios
Formal descriptions (FSM
family) help generate scenarios
Scenarios abstraction, reuse
facilitated by multimedia
database
Shared background tells us if
we keep users around

Caveats
Where do classification
schema, keywords come from?

Beware creeping modeling urge
(over-formalization)
But what about safety-critical
systems?
Problem similar to test case
coverage
Beware formalism for tool’s
sake!
But might get lost when users/
domain experts are no longer
participants

Conceptual modeling may help
to ask the right questions
Scenarios focus on action/event (some) non-functional
stories
requirements
Scenarios support linearization
Scenarios broaden thinking in
action

Highly parallel, nontransactional applications
Parameter-fitting/optimization
(standard engineering design)

Table 3: FAQ’s for scenario-based design

5 Networking Research Hypotheses and Evaluation Methods
The preceding sections demonstrate a certain convergence concerning frameworks and theories for
understanding scenarios, and shared concerns of interdisciplinary research and practice. However,
the variety of underlying assumptions, specific research claims and methods remains substantial. In
order to develop a coherent research community, it would be valuable to understand in the
interdisciplinary setting what are the relationships between these claims and hypotheses, and what
are the relationships between the evaluation methods used in the various disciplines to evaluate these
claims and hypotheses.
In order to explore these questions, we first distributed a short questionnaire to all workshop
participants with the following text:
“Each of us has proposed some theory, model, structure, language, ontology, formalism ...
with some purpose in mind. We want to know (with a maximum of 25 words):
1. In your work, what is your most important claim/hypothesis/conjecture about scenarios?
2. How do you propose to justify/test/prove it? (Please mention if you are using some kind
of tool/environment as a demonstration or test bed.).”
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The 24 responses to these questions were then synthesized into strawman “causal networks”, one
intended to show the hypothesized relationships between scenario factors across respondents (figure
12), the other intended to show possible paths of research projects/evaluation methodologies tend to
follow (figure 13).
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Figure 12: A causal network of scenario research constructs
Briefly, the research claim network in Figure 12 concentrates on two key factors which many
researchers address in different ways: scenario formality and communication quality. The left part
suggests that the degree of scenario formality depends on the complementarity between scenarios
and specifications in a particular context. Scenario formality will facilitate reliability testing, and may
reduce the errors in specifications, both positively influencing system reliability. But only together
with knowledge about system usefulness and flexibility (which is not necessarily improved by
formality of scenarios), the overall quality of systems can be assessed.
These two latter factors are influenced by process-oriented scenario factors rather than
representation, most prominently the willingness and quality of developer/user communication. In
turn this is conjectured to promote factors such as design creativity, subjective confidence in quality,
and (strategic) decision quality. Communication quality is influenced by accuracy of understanding
promoted by scenario concreteness, and by process factors of how the discussion process proceeds.
Hidden in this network, we recognize the three well-known dimensions of requirements engineering
[Pohl 1994], namely representational aspects (left part of the figure), depth of understanding (middle
part), and quality of teamwork and agreement (right part).
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In terms of evaluation methods, two major approaches are shown in Figure 13. The first one
involves tool building as a starting point for demonstrating and testing claims. These are then
exposed to expert critiques or lab experiments, prior to their use in industrial case studies which
either construct industrial prototypes for further development into the commercial arena,
facilitate/monitor ongoing specific projects, or try a rational reconstruction of a past process.
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Figure 13: Possible evaluation paths in scenario research
The second evaluation approach investigates scenario-based methods independently of support
tools. Often, the research claim, or a deeper theory underlying it, is elaborated into checklists which
can directly be applied to laboratory experiments or industrial case studies, without necessarily going
through a mediating tool.
In both approaches, valuable insights can be drawn from comparative evaluation with competing
claims, tools, or checklists. The design of comparative studies in the scenario field is, however,
particularly difficult due to the complexity of problems addressed by scenario-based approaches, and
there have been few such studies to date. More often than they should, evaluation has therefore been
restricted to the conceptual level.
Taken together, these two networks provide prolegomena towards an interdisciplinary research
program in scenario management. We hope that they will help researchers to better relate their
findings, and to build on each others’ methodologies within and across disciplines.
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7 Summary
In this paper, we reviewed scenario management from three major disciplines: strategic
management, human-computer interaction, and software and systems engineering, and propose an
interdisciplinary framework for scenario management. In addition to synthesizing our own previous
research, we drew on findings of an interdisciplinary workshop including various brainstorming
techniques.
Across all disciplines, scenarios are recognized as indispensable tools to comprehend future states of
the world. We have outlined conditions under which scenarios can be best used for each of the three
disciplines. As scenarios take different forms to fit in a particular application context, they invariably
provide a coherent framework for analysis of how various elements of a problem at hand (e.g.,
defining systems specifications) impinge on one another and interact. Furthermore, they also serve as
a vehicle to foster creativity, stimulate discussion, and help focus attention on specific points of
interest.
With some diversity in terminology and use, two particular qualities of scenarios emerge from this
study. First, a scenario is a context-dependent and purposeful description of the world with a focus
on task interaction. Second, scenarios are a means of communication among stakeholders.
We look at scenarios as enablers of change. From that perspective, four research issues were
discussed: systematic capture and generation of scenarios, representational issues of individual
scenarios, fitting scenarios to existing methods, and scenario management in the large. Our study has
helped identify (1) factors promoting and inhibiting the creation of scenarios, (2) advantages and
problems of using scenarios in specific development tasks, (3) practical issues in developing
scenarios, and (4) research constructs for designing and evaluating scenario and scenario
management.
In all of the issues addressed in this paper, it should be remembered that scenario development,
analysis and management are mainly practical processes that depend on creative participation and
inputs from individuals, and no attempt is made here to propose a rigid methodology. The value of
scenarios is that they serve as catalysts for such processes. We hope that the interdisciplinary
discussion presented in this paper can facilitate the use of scenario approaches and make scenario
studies and scenario use as interesting and effective as possible.
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